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This Fall Restore Your Lawn
The All Natural Way
Free informal seminar with a turf expert from the Jonathan Green Co.
Learn About Organic Fertilizers
Eco-friendly grass seed mixtures
Questions specific to your lawn
*CALL AHEAD FOR HOURS

All Grown in our Family Owned Greenhouses since 1946

Saturday, September 17th
10AM

GARDEN CENTER
HARDWARE
LANDSCAPE MATERIALS
NURSERY STOCK

POW E
R EQUIPMEN T
18 Hamilton Rd., Hillsborough, NJ 08844
(908) 359-4652 • CentralJerseyNurseries.com
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Around The Garden
By Tom Castronovo
Gardener News

Aeration and Slice Seeding is the Perfect
Way to Help Restore Your Lawn
Through the years, I’ve always known that grass
in a landscape is customarily referred to as a “lawn”
while grass used on a baseball field or golf course
is referred to as “turf.” I’ll leave the debate on these
terms open for another day.
The summer of 2022 in central New Jersey was
a very stressful time for lawn root systems.
Grass roots need oxygen, nutrients and especially
water to grow thick, deep and strong. When soil
becomes compacted and dry, grass roots struggle
for survival. Healthier roots equate to a healthier
lawn.
The length of your grass roots should be about
the same as the height of the blades. For most
lawns, that means a root depth of 3 to 4 inches. At
this height, your grass also has a better chance of
crowding out weeds and can store more nutrients
before winter or drought.
Fall is the perfect time to aerate your lawn soil
for cool season grass. Core aeration extracts plugs
of soil from your lawn. Aeration also encourages
deeper and stronger roots, making your lawn more
resistant to heat, drought, and insects. And we all
know how hot and dry it was this summer.
Lawn aerators use rows of spikes or hollow tines
to penetrate the soil, cutting through the thatch and
breaking up compacted soil. Aerating also promotes
the decomposition of organic matter, helping to
naturally fertilize it.
There are two main types of rolling lawn
aerators: spike aerators and core aerators.
A spike aerator uses spikes fixed on a rolling
drum to poke holes in the soil as the aerator is
pushed or towed across the lawn. Used to prepare
the soil for over-seeding, spike aeration works best
on soil that is only loosely compacted.
A core aerator uses hollowed-out tines to pull out
plugs of soil from the lawn, leaving two- to threeinch holes. Both types can be motorized, manually
pushed, or towed.
Think of a toasted English muffin with its nooks,
crannies, and light air pockets. Add butter, and as
the butter melts, it fills all those fluffy horizontal
textured tunnels. Core aeration creates vertical,
channel like holes in the soil. Same principal as the
toasted English muffin.
Did you know that compacted soil also welcomes
moss and weeds?
Before you get started, make sure the soil is
moist enough for the core aerator to easily penetrate
the soil. There’s nothing more frustrating than
trying to aerate soil that is bone dry. Aerating the
day after a rainy day, or watering your lawn the day
before, is advised. If you have a sprinkler system,

make sure you know where the water lines are.
After you finish aerating your lawn, let soil plugs
or extra soil dry where they fall. They’ll break down
in rain and irrigation, or crumble the next time you
mow.
Make sure you never aerate dormant lawns.
Let’s talk about seeding. Grass seed is simply the
seeds that grow grass, and a lawn. Great lawns start
with great seed. I really like the “Jonathan Green”
blends.
Overseeding without aeration makes it likely that
a large percentage of the seed will never germinate.
It’s important that the soil is loosened first in order
to provide that critical seed-to-soil contact, vital to
germination.
Slice seeding, sometimes referred to as slit
seeding, is the best renovation technique for
repairing damaged sections of turf or areas that
need complete replacement. Slice seeding is done
with a machine that slices into the ground and
deposits seed into the slit, giving direct seed to soil
contact.
Grass seed is delivered directly into the slices
by means of feeder tubes mounted adjacent to the
slicing discs. This ensures soil to seed contact which
is essential for adequate germination. The best
results occur when core aeration is performed first.
The process utilizes a piece of machinery called
a soil slice to make ½ inch to 1-inch deep slices in
the ground with its vertical blades. By creating these
deep slices, the seed ends up in contact with the soil,
where it will germinate best.
Soil pH is a very important factor in lawn health
– if the soil is too acidic or too alkaline, your grass
will be unable to absorb nutrients properly. Highly
acidic soil can also damage grass plant roots.
On a scale of 1 to 14, a pH of 1 is very acidic and
a pH of 14 is very alkaline (or basic), while a pH
reading of 7 is neutral. Lawns grow best in a soil
that is slightly acidic to neutral (between 6.2 and a
7.0 on the pH scale).
Different grass species can have a slightly
different pH that they grow best in. Adjusting
the pH is not difficult. First, check the soil pH
by submitting a soil sample through your county
extension office or by using an over-the-counter
soil pH kit. These over-the-counter kits are not as
accurate, but they will give you an estimate of your
soil pH conditions.
If your pH is only slightly off, the addition of
organic matter may fix it. If not, either lime (for
acidic soils) or sulfur (for alkaline soils) may be
needed. These can be purchased at your local
hardware store or garden center.

Editor’s Note: Tom Castronovo is executive editor and publisher of Gardener News. Tom’s
lifelong interest in gardening and passion for agriculture, environmental stewardship,
gardening and landscaping, led to the founding of the Gardener News, which germinated
in April 2003 and continues to bloom today. He is also dedicated to providing inspiration,
and education to the agricultural, gardening, landscaping and nursery communities
through this newspaper and GardenerNews.com.
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What have we learned since the
world of COVID descended upon
us, particularly when we think
about the garden and the farm?
As we are lolloping through
the spring and summer months,
moving toward fall, many, I think,
have experienced a transformation
of their thoughts on so many levels
because of the effects of COVID.
Two years ago, the pace of just
about everything was altered and
our habits and assumptions were
upended, from home to work, and
even in our leisure.
Family dynamics were
changed, often for the better, as we
began to realize more fully what
was most important to us and how
often those things were found right
at home.
While people were passingly
familiar with the term “work/life
balance” before COVID, many of
us began taking an even harder
look at what was passing us by
when we were falling into the
category of “workaholics.”
Before COVID, there were
folks who had always tended
a garden, but not even close to
the numbers that are engaged in
gardening now. We know why,
right?
At the outset, people needed an
outlet, as they were confined so
Most herbaceous plants are
noted for their showy or fragrant
floral displays, and in some cases
attractive foliage. However, it
is rare for a flowering plant to
have a colorful fruit display, and
even rarer for a plant to have
attractive flowers, fruit and
foliage! Such are the benefits of
Jack-in-the-Pulpit, botanically
known as Arisaema triphyllum. It
is a fascinating woodland species
with an innocence that belies its
‘killer’ constitution.
Arisaema is a member of
the Araceae or Arum Family,
with over 180 species found
predominantly in the Himalayas,
China, Japan and Southern Asia,
although species are also found
in eastern North America and
tropical northeastern Africa.
Arisaema triphyllum is the
predominant species native to
eastern North America, growing
from Nova Scotia south to
Florida, west to Minnesota and
Louisiana. The genus name was
crafted in 1831 by the German
botanist Carl Friedrich Philipp
von Martius (1794-1868). The
name is derived from the Greek
Aris meaning Arum and Haema,
meaning red, in recognition of
the red coloration appearing
on the foliage of certain plants.
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under the shroud of the pandemic.
Getting your hands into the dirt is
a grounding experience, no pun
intended.
Managing a garden has many
lessons to teach us about life.
By Douglas H. Fisher
Just being alone with plants, and
Secretary of Agriculture
insects, and all the benefits of
the outdoors can be a profound
experience. Learning to live in
a more balanced way with the
Jersey Department of Agriculture but with the bounty that our elements can provide massive
made to push for garden centers, Garden State famers produce in benefits.
Enjoy the harvest of your garden
and other businesses crucial to their fields. I am most positive
and
local farms, and hopefully this
gardening, to be declared as that as people tended their own
is
a
healthy
practice cycle that will
essential businesses, on the same plots with all the challenges of
repeat
and
grow
each year.
footing as grocery stores and other proper nutrients, soil conditions,
food retailers.
and weather-related elements, they
As we moved through the developed a greater appreciation
pandemic, I was grateful that we for our farmer neighbors.
Editor’s Note: Douglas
made that decision. Not only did
Think of them as you pick your H. Fisher is New Jersey’s
it mean residents would continue own garden, and support them, Secretary of Agriculture.
to be able to access plant materials too, by purchasing from them He is the department’s
and other supplies from their when feeding your family.
executive officer, secretary
normal sources, but also that those
I think we have learned a to the State Board of
businesses would continue to be greater reverence for growing Agriculture and a member
able to stay afloat.
things, and a deeper respect for of the Governor’s cabinet.
It was one of many decisions what it takes to produce a crop. It’s Secretary Fisher fulfills
that needed to be made to keep an appreciation that was perhaps executive,
management
agricultural and horticultural dormant for decades. And I believe and administrative duties
sectors whole long enough to make it sprang forth in a sense about prescribed by law, executive
it through the downturns faced by how nature provides not only order or gubernatorial
many other industries because of sustenance for our body but also direction. He can be reached
the pandemic.
for our souls.
at 609.292.3976. For more
So, there is this connection
I am hopeful that this trend info, please visit: http://
between our personal gardens, continues as we dig out from www.state.nj.us/agriculture

NJ Dept. of Agriculture

Gardeners and Their Connection to Farmers

fully to their houses. There were
no longer movie nights, at least
not those that involved going to
a theater or seeing anything new
other than on streaming services.
Dinners out were transformed into
delivery or take-out.
Basically, otherwise healthy,
active, productive people were
living the lives of shut-ins. Getting
outdoors and into a garden provided
much relief to these involuntarily
homebound folks.
Suddenly, gardening was
appealing to so many more people
on a grand scale, practiced much
like the Victory Gardens of the
World War II era. Growing your
own fruits and vegetables brought
thousands into the fold, and this
activity became way more cool,
and was promoted by just about
every media outlet.
This was, in large part, at the
heart of the decision we at the New

Morris County Park
Commission
By Bruce Crawford
Horticultural Manager

Jack-in-the-Pulpit, a Flower Insects Die For!
Jack-in-the-pulpit was originally
named Arum triphyllum in 1753
by the Swedish botanist Carl
Linnaeus (1707-1778), with the
species epithet honoring the three
prominent leaflets. Merely one
year after Martius proposed this
new genus, the German botanist
Heinrich Wilhelm Schott (17941865) reclassified this species as
Arisaema triphyllum!
The overall flower structure is
typical to members of the Araceae,
whereby a specialized leaf called
a spathe appears in April. With a
touch of imagination, the spathe
appears much like a pulpit. There
is even a hood extending over
the pulpit, resembling a sounding
board used to project the speakers’
voice to the congregation. The
true function of the hood is to
prevent unwanted rainwater
from entering the pulpit. Within
the pulpit ‘stands’ the Jack,

botanically called a spadix. The
spadix is a slender upright organ
with either male or female flowers
arranged radially around the base.
The upper, club-like portion of the
spadix appears above the rim of
the pulpit and releases scents akin
to fungus, designed to attract the
pollinators – fungus gnats!
The genus Arisaema undergoes
a rather rare phenomenon
for plants called sequential
hermaphrodites, whereby the sex
of the flower changes from male
to female as the plants mature.
Jack-in-the-pulpits grow from a
modified stem called a corm, and
when stored nutrient reserves are
sufficient for fruit development,
female flowers appear! Even more
unique is the pollination strategy,
as it is the only genus known to
kill its pollinator. The spathe is
designed to confuse the gnat once
it enters, making it difficult for it

to once again find the opening!
The base of the ‘Pulpit’ is highly
translucent to light, luring
the gnats to the bottom on the
impression this brighter region
is an opening. The lure of the
brighter base is enhanced by the
hood covering the pulpit as it
serves to darken the upper region
of the calyx. Drawn to the bottom,
the gnat flies about and when male
flowers are present it becomes
coated with pollen. Interestingly,
the spathe encompassing male
flowers has an exit hole at the
base, allowing the pollen laden
insect to escape. Unfortunately,
the spathe surrounding female
flowers does not have an exit hole.
As the trapped insect flies about
in search of an exit, it pollinates
the female flowers and ultimately
perishes.
Come late August, the 1-2’ tall
foliage withers, exposing the fruits

that have now become bright red
and resemble a small ear of redkernelled corn. However, it is not
edible! All portions of Jack-inthe-Pulpit are dangerous to eat as
they contain crystals of calcium
oxalate that create inflammation
of the mouth. Jack-in-the-Pulpit
enjoys dappled shade in organic
rich soils that are not prone to
drought.
Since youth, I have studied
and enjoyed Jack-in-the-Pulpit in
woodland regions of my garden.
Throughout those many years,
I always enjoyed its beauty and
complexity, but never would have
guessed its unique and complex
process of reproduction. Whether
it is the attractive foliage, colorful
flower structures, or bright red
autumn fruit, this is indeed a
‘killer’ of a plant for your garden!
Editor’s
Note:
Bruce
Crawford is a lover of plants
since birth, is the Manager of
Horticulture for the Morris
County Parks Commission,
and a Past President of
the Garden State Gardens
Consortium. He can be
reached at BCrawford@
morrisparks.net
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From the Director’s Desk

Irrigation 101 & Chainsaw
Safety

Learn these landscape basics to ensure efficiency and safety!

Irrigation
101

Basic Chainsaw
Safety

September 9
9:00am - 12:30pm
$195 per person
Online

September 23
9:00am - 12:30pm
$195 per person
New Brunswick, NJ

Learn the basics of landscape irrigation
systems and chainsaw safety. Created for
landscape pros, these classes are a great
source of info and open to all!
Watch a live demo
of the correct way
to cut up pieces of
a tree in our
chainsaw class!

Rutgers Cooperative
Extension
Phone Directory
Atlantic County
Phone: 609-625-0056
Bergen County
Phone: 201-336-6780
Burlington County
Phone: 609-265-5050
Camden County
Phone: 856 216 7130
Cape May County
Phone: 609-465-5115
Cumberland County
Phone: 856-451-2800
Essex County
Phone: 973-228-2210
Gloucester County
Phone: 856-224-8040
Hudson County
Phone: 201-915-1399
Hunterdon County
Phone: 908-788-1339
Mercer County
Phone: 609-989-6830



Learn More & Register Online at:
cpe.rutgers.edu/landscape

Middlesex County
Phone: 732-398-5260
Monmouth County
Phone: 732-431-7260
Morris County
Phone: 973-285-8300
Ocean County
Phone:732-349-1246
Passaic County
Phone: 973-305-5740
Salem County
Phone: 856-769-0090
Somerset County
Phone: 908-526-6293
Sussex County
Phone: 973-948-3040
Union County
Phone: 908-654-9854
Warren County
Phone: 908-475-6505

Rutgers Outreach
Provided by Brian Schilling
Director

Deer Management Case Study Expands
NJAES Wildlife Damage Research,
Monitoring, and Education Program
We are fortunate to have white-tailed deer in New
Jersey. Deer provide many positive benefits including
wildlife viewing, photography and recreational hunting
that contribute hundreds of millions of dollars in
economic benefits every year. Unfortunately, more
and more we are hearing about deer-related threats to
local forests where excessive browsing is facilitating
invasions of non-native plants. Many of us are familiar
with that anxious feeling when a deer walks up to the
edge of the highway or runs across the road. There
are about 25,000 vehicle collisions each year in New
Jersey, with estimated insurance payouts exceeding
$100 million. Garden State farmers know all too well
the impacts of deer to their operations and livelihoods.
As one Jersey grower put it, “the deer take 25% of
every paycheck.” That’s something I think we all can
understand.
For decades, the New Jersey Agricultural
Experiment Station (NJAES) and Rutgers Cooperative
Extension (RCE) team has worked with farmers and
communities across the state to better understand
the impacts of wildlife damage. Earlier this year
we published new findings from a recent study,
“White-Tailed Deer and the Hidden Costs to Farmers’
Livelihoods: A Case Study of New Jersey Stories.”
In interviews conducted between October 2020 and
March 2021, we talked with 27 farmers about their
experiences with deer and impacts to operations.
Some stories go back as far as the 1960s and discuss
environmental damage, safety concerns, management,
and emotional challenges experienced as the number of
deer has grown throughout the state.
This comprehensive new study builds on the
findings of previous experiment station research that
estimated costs associated with direct deer damage to
crops in areas with documented high deer densities. In
addition to the farmers that participated, for whom we
are grateful, the New Jersey Farm Bureau, New Jersey
Division of Fish and Wildlife, and Steward Green
helped with various aspects of the project.
Case study stories include estimates of direct
financial losses from deer eating crops and reduced
yields. We also share information on “hidden costs”
associated with pressure from deer, such as having to
abandon fields, not being able to grow preferred crops,
having to change crop rotations, the need for increased
use of fertilizers and herbicides, and time and money
spent on deer management. The conservative estimates
for annual deer damage across these 27 farms alone
were nearly $1.3 million. Reports of additional damage
from other wildlife such as Canada geese, groundhogs,
birds, and bears, was nearly another $100,000.

In June, the NJAES/RCE team was invited for
the second time to share study results with the New
Jersey Assembly Agriculture and Food Security
Committee at a legislative hearing in Trenton. We
were asked by the committee to lead off the discussion
to set the stage. As always, we were happy to share
science-based information to inform discussions on
enhancing deer management in New Jersey. Among
the items discussed were effective deer management
options for agricultural, forest, and suburban areas.
The management challenges on leased farmland and
land near public and private open spaces were covered,
as well as farmer recommendations for combining
management efforts with expanded opportunities for
venison donation.
We’ve also been invited to speak with the New
Jersey Farm Bureau Deer Committee and New Jersey
Forestry Association, and have been contacted to
schedule information sessions with township advisors
and parks managers. Study results were also shared
with the Fish and Game Council, which helps to develop
regulations and facilitate science-based management to
conserve and protect New Jersey’s fish and wildlife.
Our study provides new information and a better
understanding of the complex variety of situations and
livelihood impacts that New Jersey farmers encounter
as a result of the high number of deer around the state.
The information gathered through farmer interviews
identified many factors to consider, especially for farms
near suburban areas, while working towards balancing
the needs of healthy wildlife populations, people, and
surrounding landscapes. The results provide New
Jersey’s policymakers, communities, landowners
and managers, and educators with a more complete
understanding of the extent to which deer are currently
impacting farm operations, and identify opportunities
to enhance partnerships, management and outreach
efforts. Such knowledge is essential for expanding
and enhancing deer management and future policy
development.
This study is part of an expanding NJAES wildlife
damage research, monitoring, and education program.
We continue to advise municipalities of effective deer
management techniques and management planning.
There are ongoing efforts to monitor changes in
local deer populations while communities implement
management activities. Our team continues to work with
community volunteers on reducing threats to farmland
and forests through deer management programs. Our
efforts will continually work to address community
needs, better understand residents’ interactions with
wildlife, and ultimately help reduce conflicts.

Editor’s Note: This month’s contribution was written by Joseph Paulin, Conservation
and Wildlife Management Expert, Rutgers Cooperative Extension, in collaboration with
Nazia Arbab, Assistant Professor in the Department of Agricultural, Food, and Resource
Economics, and Brian Schilling, Director, Rutgers Cooperative Extension, and Senior
Associate Director, NJAES.
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LAND-GRANT UNIVERSITY NEWS
Cook’s Market Accepts
SNAP, Offers Good Food
Bucks Vouchers to Eligible
Shoppers to Increase
Healthy Food Access
For many New Jersey residents, “SNAP” are four letters
that represent hope during trying times. The Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) is a federal food
benefits program designed to help households in need
purchase the food they need while moving towards selfsufficiency. The program has evolved since it was launched
in 1939 and expanded nationwide in 1974, assisting
millions of families and individuals over the years. Cook’s
Market at Rutgers Gardens is pleased to announce that
many participating vendors, including the Rutgers Gardens
Student Farm, can now accept SNAP as payment for
eligible products at the market!
“Even with SNAP benefits, finding fresh, healthy, and
especially local food that is both available and affordable
can be a challenge,” says Lauren Errickson, director of
Rutgers Gardens and Campus Stewardship at Rutgers
School of Environmental and Biological Sciences.
In an effort to improve food access, Cook’s Market has
joined the Garden State Good Food Network, ensuring
that SNAP customers are eligible to receive Good Food
Bucks vouchers for fresh produce equal to the amount of
SNAP benefits they spend each market day. The Garden
State Good Food Network is a project of City Green, a
501(c)3 urban farming and gardening organization based
in Clifton, New Jersey, that is working to revitalize urban
areas through agriculture and educational programming.
The Good Food Bucks program is a joint effort between
City Green and New Jersey farmers markets to reduce
financial barriers to healthy produce purchases, helping to
make nutritious food accessible for all.
Cook’s Market features more than 20 vendors selling
locally grown and produced items that include fruits and
vegetables, mushrooms, grains, breads, pickles, meats,
prepared foods, and more. The market is open every Friday
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. through November 18 at Rutgers
Gardens, 130 Log Cabin Road, New Brunswick.
Visitors are welcome to bring the family to shop at the
market, enjoy lunch prepared on site and walk the display
gardens and natural areas of Rutgers Gardens. Admission
is free.
Learn more about Cook’s Market. For the most up-todate market news and to see which specific vendors will
be selling at the market each Friday, join the Cook’s
Market Facebook group and follow their Instagram page
@RutgersCooksMarket.

RECYCLE THE

Rutgers Scientists Track Dramatic
Bee Decline at New Jersey and
Pennsylvania Farms
A dramatic decline in the bee
population at fruit farms in New Jersey
and Pennsylvania has Rutgers scientists
wondering whether it is a natural
phenomenon or a warning about a future
threat to the world’s food supply.
In a study published in the science
journal Insect Conservation and
Diversity, Rutgers scientists, who
have been tracking the decline in bee
pollination at fruit farms in New Jersey
and Pennsylvania, say more long-term
studies must be done since bee pollination
is necessary for plants to reproduce and
crucial to supplying food to animals and
humans throughout the world.
“This study is important because it is
one of the first to assess trends in wild
bee abundance in an agricultural system,
where bees are providing an economically
important ecosystem service,” said
Andrew Aldercotte, lead author on the
study and a doctoral candidate in the
Rutgers graduate program in ecology
and evolution. “Despite widespread
recognition of the need for long-term
monitoring of pollinator abundances
and pollination service provision, such
studies are exceedingly rare.”
The study occurred over an eight-year
period, too short a time for scientists
to sound the alarm just yet. They said
longer-term studies would need to be
conducted to determine whether the
decline represents a true drop in numbers
of bees or a normal variation over a
larger cycle.
“We saw two things come out,” said
Aldercotte. “One was that the rate of
visitation by bees was really low for the
last two years of the study. But we also
saw that the numbers bounced around a
lot from year to year.”
Aldercotte – along with Rachael
Winfree, a professor with the Rutgers
Department of Ecology, Evolution and
Natural Resources and Dylan Simpson,
a fellow program doctoral candidate
– analyzed data collected by Winfree

and other scientific field workers at 19
commercial farms in central New Jersey
and eastern Pennsylvania during peak
bloom periods from 2005 to 2012. The
data represents pollination visits by 73
species of bees fitting into one of three
broader categories – wild bees, bumble
bees and honey bees – to the flowers of
watermelon plants.
The scientists said pollination
of watermelon flowers by wild bees
decreased by more than half between
2005 and 2012. The decline was similar
for bumble bees and other types of wild
bees, while the population of honey bees,
which aren’t native to the region and are
managed in hives by farmers, remained
stable.
Watermelons depend on bees for
pollination because each plant has
separate male and female flowers. Female
watermelon flowers require thousands
of grains of pollen – meaning it takes
multiple bee visits – to bear fruit.
“Data collectors watched flowers
for periods of 45 seconds and wrote
down every bee visit they observed and
then moved on and observed another
flower for a period of 45 seconds,”
Aldercotte said. “And they kept doing
that throughout the day.”
In New Jersey, the population of bees
was still sufficient to pollinate crops
despite the declines that were observed
during the study, so that the crop supply
wasn’t adversely affected, Aldercotte
said. But studies of other crops in
other parts of the country show that
insufficient pollination often reduces
crop production.
The researchers said their data
underscores the need for studies
conducted over a span of time that can
confirm more authoritatively whether the
population of bees overall is declining or
if the numbers reflect a natural variation
over time.
This article first appeared in Rutgers
Today.
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I cannot believe it’s already
almost fall! Where did our summer
go? For our members, it was spent
creating stunning landscapes and
hardscapes throughout NJ. For
NJLCA, it went to moving into
our new office, attending outdoor
events, and planning fall and
winter educational and networking
opportunities for the industry.
This month we have two
fantastic events coming up. First,
NJLCA has worked with industry
partners to create a workshop
which will address sustainable land
care. Called “From the Ground
Up – What You Need to Know to
Become a Successful Sustainable
Land Care Business,” this
workshop provides attendees with
a closeup look at using batterypowered equipment, how it will
impact their businesses, the right
way to transition, the technology
involved, and real-life examples.
However, we will also dive deeper
into the requirements for healthy
soil, and awareness of what to
plant and where to reduce the use
of pesticide and herbicide inputs
where possible. There will also be
a hands-on portion for attendees
to see and feel the latest batterypowered equipment and learn how
it works. The NJLCA recognizes
that this technology is the future
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The NJLCA Today
By Gail Woolcott
Executive Director

Fall is for Learning

and we have been working with
our legislators and educators to
reduce the financial impact and
increase the time allowed for
contractors to transition, while
manufacturers continue to improve
on the technology. Although the
current equipment is great for
homeowner use, to run it for a full
day at multiple properties and put it
through the wear and tear required
to service all their customers, we
feel that we’re just not there on the
technology yet.
Our second September event
is one you’ve heard me mention
before. The Northeast Outdoor
Industry Showcase and Expo
(NOISE) (formerly NGIS) is
coming soon! The show is shaping
up to be bigger and better than
last year, with new exhibitors
including Modern Group,
Hawkeye Drone, New Jersey Deer
Control, PB Tools, NJ Audubon,

Deer Solutions, NJ State Police and
more! Our educational program
is coming together with classes
focusing on tree care operations,
pesticide use, integrated pest
management, landscaping to work
with nature, and more! We’ll also
be holding contests throughout
the day in the demo area, like
balancing an egg on a cone using
a compact excavator and timed
mower races. We are working with
vendors to offer in-booth microlearning opportunities, and food
trucks include Cousins Maine
Lobster, Pita Bowl and Rolling
Yatai, plus a dessert truck.
But wait, there’s more! We’ve
also been working on a Latino
Mixer event for the Spanish
speaking members of our industry.
Latinos are a sizable portion of
the outdoor living industry and
we would like to cater to their
educational and legislative needs as

well. New NJLCA Board Member,
Hector Escobar (Blue Mountain
Landscaping in Bridgewater) is
helping us make it a priority to
reach this underserved sector of the
industry and we are so excited to do
so! Although we are all-inclusive
and have held several Latino
Mixers at our Landscape New
Jersey Trade Show, we don’t feel as
though Spanish speaking members
are as active in the association.
This event is about learning why,
and how we can provide Latino
industry members what they need
while helping them to become the
best business owners they can be.
We have also been to some great
open houses at our vendor member
locations, and had the opportunity
to have a table at Rutgers Turfgrass
Research Field Days, which is an
outdoor educational event where
attendees are able to take tours of
the turfgrass research plots which

are used by students and professors
to study weeds, stressors, types
of turf, etc. I also attended the
NJ Agricultural Leadership
Development BBQ at Abmas Farm
in Hillsborough where I had the best
corn I have ever tasted! This event
supports those in the Agricultural
Leadership Development program,
which provides participants a
series of seminars and interactive
workshops to explore various
agricultural topics.
Until next month, and I hope to
see you at an event soon!

Editor’s Note: Gail Woolcott
is the Executive Director for
the New Jersey Landscape
Contractors
Association.
She was presented with a
community service award from
the Borough of Fairview for
her assistance in leading the
9-11 Memorial Park project
and the Legislative Champion
of the Year award from the
Federation of Employers and
Workers of America. She is
currently the State Licensee
Chair on the National
Association of Landscape
Professionals International
Certification Council.

New Jersey Landscape Contractors Association and
New Jersey Land Improvement Contractors Association
Work Together to Create a Show Like No Other
NJLCA and NJLICA Co-Promote the Newly Renamed
Northeast Outdoor Industry Showcase and Expo (NOISE) (formerly NGIS)
The New Jersey Landscape Contractors
Association (NJLCA) is excited to announce that
they have inked a deal with new co-promoter
of the Northeast Outdoor Industry Showcase
and Expo (NOISE) (formerly Northeast Green
Industry Showcase (NGIS) with the New Jersey
Land Improvement Contractors Association
(NJLICA). NOISE has been completely
redesigned with additional events, vendors and
educational opportunities.
NJLCA is now coordinating with NJLICA in
order to expand the attendance and equipment
available to demonstrate at the newly named
Northeast Outdoor Industry Showcase and Expo.
The new name encompasses the many facets of
the outdoor living industry, as both associations
represent contractors from all of these areas.
From landscape to hardscape, swimming pools to
excavating, paving to site prep, outdoor lighting
to drainage and more, the two associations are
a great mix of all that represents outdoor living.

“The first year of the NOISE, formerly
NGIS, was a success considering it was built
from the ground up. Including NJLICA in this
year’s process will only help the event grow to
what it can be, the northeast’s largest outdoor
living experience for contractors,” says NJLCA
President Richard Goldstein.
This regional event is an outdoor trade show
aimed at owners and supervisors in the landscape,
nursery, farm, hardscape and outdoor living
industries. Attendees will have the opportunity
to not only see new and exciting equipment but
be able to test drive the equipment in the demo
area of over 1 acre. NOISE promises to feature
the hottest and finest equipment available for
attendees to view and demo.

including landscape contractors, landscape
architects, sod growers, nurseries, growers,
garden centers, horticulturists, floriculture
and the industries that supply them, as well
as the consumer. They are a community of
outdoor living industry professionals who are
dedicated to advancing the integrity, proficiency
and continued growth of the industry through
education, training and legislative advocacy.
The New Jersey Land Improvement Contractors
Association (NJLICA) contractors offer a wide
range of services: grading, excavating, drainage,
landscaping, paving, wetland development,
terraces and waterways, and site preparation, just
to name a few. Their contractors work in urban
and rural areas, on farms and in neighborhoods.
They work with dedication and commitment
About NJLCA and NJLICA
to the professional conservation of soil and
The New Jersey Landscape Contractors water. Their objectives align perfectly with the
Association (NJLCA) is a proven resource to NJLCA’s.
the entire outdoor living industry in New Jersey
Please see the ad on page 8.
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State Departments
of Agriculture Offer
Educational Opportunities
for Farmers to Proactively
Adopt New Food Safety
Measures on the Farm
Recently, the National Association of State Departments of
Agriculture (NASDA) hosted a significant training session at
one of Michigan State University’s research farms. NASDA and
its development team, made up of food safety and horticulture
specialists from five land grant universities, instructed other
state food safety, agricultural and extension specialists on not
only how to spot food safety risks on the farm, but also how to
communicate those risks to farmers.
Through the state produce safety programs that are
cooperating with FDA to implement the Produce Safety
Rule, farmers are offered a free, voluntary and confidential
educational opportunity to invite a team of these state specialists
to teach them how to meet the food safety standards required
by the Food Safety Modernization Act’s Produce Safety Rule.
NASDA developed this program and calls these educational
opportunities, “On Farm Readiness Reviews (OFFRs).”
Oftentimes, one of the food safety specialists conducting
On Farm Readiness Reviews is a state food safety inspector
while another team member is a university extension specialist.
Upholding the value of “education before regulation” and
serving as teachers, they equip farmers with new skills to
protect their produce from viruses and bacteria that cause
foodborne illnesses.
For example, educators at the national OFRR training this
month learned how to track, from the field to the packing house,
where bacteria and viruses that can infect food may be coming
in contact with produce. They also trained on how to assess
good handwashing practices, water sanitation and potential
food safety risks associated with wildlife droppings. Most
importantly, after identifying risk, the assessors were instructed
on how to communicate with the farmer how many situations
can impact food safety, options on how to resolve potential for
contamination and how to prioritize risk management.
NASDA Senior Director of Food Safety Programs Joe
Reardon shared the importance of communicating the “why”
behind provisions in the Produce Safety Rule, rather than solely
pointing out potential areas of risk.
“When you walk on to an American farm and you’re talking
with the farmer, if you do that in a pure regulatory approach
where you’re simply sharing what the rule says, the farmer
respects those rules. They’re governed by many rules. But, if
you’re able to then communicate the food safety risk behind [the
rule] and help the farmer understand why that specific practice
or process can have an elevated or lowered food safety risk, they
can make the best decisions for their farm and determine how to
best invest their resources,” Reardon said.
Produce farms that grow, pack or hold fruits and vegetables
that are “generally consumed raw” are regulated by the Produce
Safety Rule as of January 26, 2016. NASDA saw the importance
of “education before regulation” and introduced the On Farm
Readiness Review in 2018. Since then, approximately 2,000
individual farms have benefited from the educational reviews.
“At the end of the day our goal, like it is for the American
farmer, is to produce safe food,” Reardon said.
If you or a farmer you know is interested in participating
in a free and confidential On Farm Readiness Review, visit
NASDA’s website at https://www.nasda.org/foundation/foodsafety-cooperative-agreements/on-farm-readiness-review.
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In the Chef’s Corner
By Aishling Stevens
Executive Chef

Jersey Tomato Salad

Greetings Gardener News
family. Hard to believe the
summer has gone by so
quickly, but as the saying
goes…time flies when you
are having fun. This month,
I would like to share a recipe
for the Jersey Tomato Salad,
which includes one of my
favorite fruits (yes, tomatoes
are fruits) and a delicious
variety of mozzarella.
First, for the smoked
stracciatella, you will need
1200 g mozzarella curd,
1200 g heavy cream and 30
g salt. Bring a large pot of
salted water to a boil. Pour
over the cheese curds and
then, using a large wooden
spoon, stretch the mozzarella
until glossy in appearance.
Lay pulled ropes over a
parchment-lined sheet tray
and let rest. In the meantime,
smoke the cream for one
hour either in a smoker or
with a smoking gun. Hand
shred the mozzarella and
submerge into the smoked
cream to impart the flavor.
This will make a larger batch
than needed but it is great to
have in the fridge for guests
or as a snack.
Next, for the nasturtium
vinaigrette, assemble 600 g
olive oil, 375 g sherry vinegar,
175 g picked nasturtium
leaves, 100 g garlic confit,
50 g raw shallot, 10 g honey
and 10 g salt. Put all the
ingredients, except the oil,
into a blender and blitz for a
moment. Slowly add the oil
while the blender is running,
and your vinaigrette will
have a nice texture.
Now, onto the star of this
dish – the Jersey tomato,
which is often considered
the finest in the country for
its flavor, tenderness and
juiciness. The best of the

Jersey tomato production
comes from smaller familyowned farms who sell their
tomatoes at local farm
markets, and from home
gardeners,
who
select
varieties bred for their taste
and not for their ability to
withstand
long-distance
shipping.
Tomatoes are the most
popular fruit /vegetable
grown by New Jersey
gardeners, with more popular
varieties in the state including
grape,
cherry,
Roma,
globe, beefsteak, Rutgers
and Brandywine. From a
timing perspective, New
Jersey tomatoes planted as
seedlings take 70-90 days to
mature. The picking season,
depending on weather, can
begin as early as mid-July
and last until early October.
Tomatoes need at least eight
hours of direct sun each day.
The growing area should be
well drained and free from
the competition of tree and
shrub roots. If possible,
plant tomatoes in an area
where tomatoes, peppers,
eggplants, and potatoes have
not grown for at least two
years to help avoid soil-borne
disease problems.
While there are hundreds
of tomato varietals growing
in our state, we plant dozens
of different types each year
in our very own Chef’s
Garden. Choosing among
these beauties for this dish is
mostly a matter of personal
taste, but we have been using
those harvested the most
this year, which include
Black Strawberry, Barry’s
Crazy Cherry, Sungold
Hybrid (a cherry tomato),
Artisan Bumble Bee Purple
and Chef’s Choice Striped
Hybrid. For this dish, I like to

use the last one referenced…
coincidentally, Chef’s choice!
It is unique with medium
to large (6 to 7 oz. /180-210
g), beautiful globe-shaped
fruits. Its stunning yellow
skin is covered with pinkish
red stripes that resemble
brush strokes. The flesh is
not only delicious but is an
eye-catching bright yellow
with a slight red blush on the
blossom end.
Now back to the recipe…
When you make this salad,
use the best tomatoes you can
get your hands on, and make
sure they are always kept at
room temperature and not
in the refrigerator. Prior to
making your salad, cut the
tomatoes and season with salt
in a bowl – this will draw out
a little bit of juice from the
tomato, which contributes to
a lovely finishing dressing
for the dish. After about
15-20 minutes, you can begin
to build your salad by adding
your favorite herbs, along
with some extra virgin olive
oil. The combination of the
tomato juices, EVOO and the
herbs is hard to beat! Now
start to build your tomato
salad on the plate, layering
with the smoked cheese
and vinaigrette. Finish by
spooning over some of those
delicious tomato juices and
some picked nasturtium
leaves. This dish will not
disappoint.
Regarding beverages that
pair well with the Jersey
Tomato Salad, I find that
the Botanical Sangria (white)
is a nice compliment. It is
so refreshing and can be
easily made with Ketel One
botanical grapefruit + rose,
pamplemousse liqueur, lillet
blanc, triple sec and white
wine. Cheers!

Editor’s Note: Aishling Stevens is the Executive Chef at Crystal Springs Resort in
Hamburg, Sussex County, N.J. For more information on its culinary program, visit www.
CSResort.com.
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973-263-8814

SERVING YOUR GARDENING NEEDS FOR 5 GENERATIONS
OUR EXPERIENCED STAFF CAN ANSWER YOUR GARDENING QUESTIONS AND PROVIDE GROWING TIPS

Jersey Fresh Produce at Condurso’s

Corn, Tomatoes, Squash and More  Peaches are ready, Yellow and White
Blueberries too  You can buy them by the box, basket or pound
Fresh Baked Pies, Donuts, Cookies  Local Honey
Homemade Ice Cream to top off your Favorite Desserts
Annuals  Perennials  Shrubs
Top Soil  Mulch  Stone, Bagged and Bulk
We Fill Your Own Propane Tank (No Swapping)
We Also Fill RV’s and Larger Tanks  7 Days a Week
As a Family Owned Business we’re Dedicated
Mon. - Sat. 7-6 to Providiing the Personal Service and Expertise
Sunday
7-5
that’s too often Missing in the Big Box Stores
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0% Financing Available
When your work calls for big performance
and productivity for difﬁcult jobs, step
into new large excavators from Bobcat.
Sometimes, bigger challenges demand
a bigger excavator. New Bobcat® large
excavators will measure up and then some.
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Save the Date

Northeast
Outdoor Industry
Showcase & Expo

VISIT OUR
SHOWROOM!

When your work calls for big performance and productivity
When your work calls for big performance and productivity
for difficult jobs, step into new large excavators from Bobcat.
Sometimes, bigger challenges demand a bigger excavator. for difficult jobs, step into new large excavators from Bobcat.
Sometimes, bigger challenges demand a bigger excavator.
New Bobcat ® large excavators will measure up and then some.
NJLCATradeShows.com
up and then some.
New Bobcat ® large excavators will measure

September 28-29, 2022

Contact our Sales Specialists

A Proud Sponsor of the

Bobcat of North Jersey

Patrick Barckett 201-446-0127 201 MALTESE DRIVE
Patrick.Barckett@NJBobcat.com TOTOWA , NJ
(973) 774-9500
of North Jersey
Craig Dahl 201-788-4838
CraigD@NJBobcat.com

http://www.njbobcat.com

Bobcat of North Jersey

of North Jersey

201 Maltese Drive, Totowa, NJ
Steve Caputo 973-800-5097
www.njbobcat.com • (973) 774-9500
Steve.Caputo@NJBobcat.com
®

201 MALTESE DRIVE
TOTOWA , NJ
(973) 774-9500

http://www.njbobcat.com
Proudly Supporting the Entire
New Jersey Agricultural, Gardening,
Landscaping and Nursery Communities.

Bobcat , the Bobcat logo and the colors of the Bobcat machine are registered trademarks of Bobcat Company in the United States and various other countries.
©2021 Bobcat Company. All rights reserved. 14520937
Bobcat , the Bobcat logo and the colors of the Bobcat machine are registered trademarks of Bobcat Company in the United States and various other countries.
©2021 Bobcat Company. All rights reserved. 14520937

Sean Kunkel 973-800-7109
Sean.Kunkel@NJBobcat.com
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Fall is the best time to
seed and feed your lawn.
Available at
garden centers and hardware
stores in your area.

Ask for a free copy of our
Lawn Guide.
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How do you know, when
everything is so brown, if your
lawn is dead? It seems that
many lawns may be dead if this
same summer weather pattern
has continued from the time I
write this article until you read
it.
In late July, Tom Castronovo,
owner and publisher of
Gardener News, sent me a
few pictures of lawns in the
Warren, NJ area. Wow, they
were totally toasty brown! It
seems like there is no chance
these lawns and many more
in New Jersey would make it
back from the edge of death.
How is it possible that your
lawn might survive? The best
chance comes from early fall
weather, when air temperatures
generally cool down and
rainfall patterns become more
regular. You would be amazed
how many lawns recover after
a few good rainfalls. Nothing
beats a good rain provided by
Mother Nature, much better
than general irrigation. Recently
I spoke to a homeowner in
southern California who had
bought some of our seed and
had some questions. She said
their watering restrictions are
down to two days per week in
For as long as farmers have
been growing crops to sell, they
have been searching for ways to
enhance their sales. In agriculture,
it is very common to have years
where crops do much better than
expected. And because farmers
tend to be on the cheap side and
hate to see anything go to waste,
they are always looking for ways
in which they can increase the
consumption of their products.
Over the years, there have been
countless methods and tactics that
have been employed to enhance
the public’s awareness and usage
of farm products. One type of
promotion that did not quite get
off the ground occurred here in
my hometown of Oldwick. Prior
to World War I, Oldwick had
been named New Germantown.
This was due to the settlement of
the area by Germans in the early
1700’s. (Long Valley used to be
named German Valley as well.)
But during the World War I,
there was a large amount of antiGerman sentiment that pervaded
society and the residents of New
Germantown decided that they
needed a new name for their
village. A meeting was held, and
the residents settled on Oldwick.
But supposedly the other
frontrunner was “Peachville.”
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Turf ‘s Up
By Todd Pretz
Professional Turf Consultant

Is my lawn dead?

the morning, for a maximum of
8 minutes each day! How is any
plant going to survive that?
A healthy growing lawn
has a very good chance of
surviving a typical summer’s
heat and drought. A sound lawn
care program helps your lawn
survive over many seasons.
What does this include?
Feeding your lawn regularly
is necessary for optimum
lawn growth from March to
November. Your lawn needs
to be fed, just like we need to
eat well, to remain healthy and
vibrant. An early spring feeding
and a late spring feeding leave
you in better shape going into
the usual summer weather.
Perhaps apply some organic
lawn food to increase water
holding capacity and invigorate

soil microbe activity. This
year seemed more stressful
than usual so you need to be
prepared to ward off summer
stress.
Did you do your part to
control weeds in your lawn
so the desirable grass grows
strong and healthy? Weeds take
nutrients and water from your
lawn, and you need all of these
inputs for growth. Did you
remember to raise your mowing
height as high as your mower
permits? This helps preserve
water in the plant since a grass
plant is probably at least 80%
water. Are you mulching and
leaving your clippings on the
lawn? You should if you can,
as this provides additional
moisture and nutrients that
bagging takes away from your

healthy, growing lawn.
Well, is your lawn dead?
Did any insect and fungus
damage take place, putting
even more stress on your lawn?
When summers are so dry there
tends to be less grub damage,
since grubs need some level of
moisture to reproduce. Insects
and fungus take advantage of
your lawn under stress, much
like Covid takes advantage of
persons with low immunities.
Did you try to water your lawn
after it turned into brown grass?
It is difficult to bring a brown,
or let’s say “dormant,” lawn
back to a spring green color just
by excessive watering. Actually,
it›s best to let a brown-dormant
lawn go and wait until early fall
to assess the damage.
So, is your lawn dead? I

The Town Farmer
By Peter Melick
Agricultural Producer

Promoting Produce

This was undoubtedly a ploy
to raise the surrounding area’s
awareness about the peaches that
were being grown in the area at
that time. Wheatland, Kansas
and Sugar Land, Texas are just
two other examples of towns that
went that route.
Another
somewhat
unorthodox method of promoting
consumption of farm products that
came along was growers lobbying
the government to purchase their
products. Politically connected
farmers would lobby various
governmental entities and have
them purchase their products to
try and increase consumption.
Just look at the Federal school
lunch program as evidence of
this. It’s no accident that milk is
served to just about every child in
the United States. And there are

plenty of other products where
industry groups have lobbied the
government into getting their
food items strategically placed on
the lunch trays of unsuspecting
students.
Of course, there was another
way of getting produce or
food products before a captive
audience.
Years ago, well
connected growers would push
to get their products into the
prison system. Too much kale in
the marketplace? Not a problem.
By God, those inmates can eat
kale for breakfast lunch and
dinner until we have too much of
something else. Of course, I am
kidding, but you get the idea.
Supermarkets play a huge
role in the marketing of produce.
Because there are relatively
few players in the supermarket

industry, their decisions on
how they choose to market
and promote produce can have
wide-ranging impacts that can
reverberate across the entire
industry. If growers can work
together with the chain stores,
the opportunity exists for the
successful marketing of the
crop. If stores can time their
promotions for when growers
have the most available produce,
then everyone can come out
a winner. But if promotions
are planned too far in advance,
problems can arise. If a chain
plans to have a sale on apples
the first week of September
and advertises and promotes
it in advance, what happens if
that week should arrive and the
apples are not ready for harvest
yet? As we all know, you can’t

don’t know. What should you
do? The best time to re-seed
your lawn from summer
damage is early fall. The
ground is warm, regular rainfall
returns, and temperatures drop,
creating the ideal situation for
new seedlings to flourish. If
you want to wait and see if
September rainfall brings your
lawn back, that is fine. But, I
would encourage you to re-seed
if you need to in early October
rather than wait until November
to repair summer damage or
lawn death. The lawn growing
in fall and spring allows you
the maximum time for this new
lawn to establish and create
a great root system. This will
help you survive next summer’s
weather. Will next summer’s
weather be as nasty as this
year’s? To create a great lawn,
you need to be prepared.

Editor’s
Note:
Todd
Pretz is Vice President
of Jonathan Green, a
leading supplier of lawn
and garden products in
the northeast. For more
information, please visit:
www.jonathangreen.com
substitute oranges for apples, and
both parties will lose credibility
with their customers.
Another tactic that can be
helpful is if growers get together
and promote their products to
chefs and restaurants. While the
overall extra sales might not be
all that great, these people can
be very influential and they have
the ability to raise the level of
awareness amongst consumers.
As they say, “A rising tide lifts
all ships!” These are just a few of
the many ways in which growers
have tried to spur demand for
their products over the years.
Now, if we could just get Oldwick
renamed to Peachville!
Editor’s Note: Peter Melick
is co-owner of Melick’s
Town Farm in Oldwick and a
10th-generation New Jersey
farmer. Peter is Mayor
of Tewksbury Township,
Hunterdon County, NJ. He
also served as a director for
the New Jersey Farm Bureau
and is a past president of
the New Jersey State Board
of Agriculture. Peter has
also been featured on NJN,
News 12 New Jersey and on
the Fox Business Network.
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I have been thinking about Bible
Gardens lately. A half century ago,
as an undergraduate in Indiana
University’s School of Divinity, I
developed a broad outlook on world
faiths and first encountered Bible
Gardens. I continue to explore them
– with ornaments like Buddhist
prayer flags, plants with symbolic
meaning like the Passiflora’s many
parts representing the crucifixion
of Christ, or plants for ceremony,
like bitter herbs for the Passover
plate. A Bible Garden is defined as
one composed of plants mentioned
in the Old or New Testament, in
use in Bible times, or whose names
are associated with the Bible. So
despite the obvious climatic
differences between New Jersey and
the Holy Land, it is possible, using
this definition, to create a garden
filled with biblical references and
connections. A recent, wonderful
trip to the Biblical Botanic Garden at
Temple Rodef Shalom in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania inspired me to think
more deeply about this subject. In
this article and the next, I’ll highlight
some “Plants of the Bible for your
New Jersey Garden.”
Let’s start with vines, or rather
the vine, as in “the fruit of the vine.”
There are over 300 references to
Vitis vinifera in the Old and New
Testaments. The cool shade provided
by the self-pollinating, hardy Concord
grape, and its delicious homemade
wine and jelly, recommends it.

GardenerNews.com
The Garden Historian
By Lesley Parness
Garden Educator

Plants of the Bible for your New Jersey Garden

The Garden State Wine Growers
Association notes our three distinct
grape growing regions. They will
guide you through Chardonnays and
Cabernets. Google and read “How
to Start a Vineyard in NJ,” by Peter
Nitzsche, even if you are planting
just one vine. You can even grow
grapes in a container. New dwarf
cultivar, ‘Pixie,’ is a sport of Pinot
Meunier, the Champagne grape. It
grows just 2’ tall with darling 4”
long clusters of grapes. I’ve seen it
successfully grown in a wooden tub,
the bottom three inches of which
was filled with stones.
Trees star in the Bible, starting
with Genesis and the Tree of
Knowledge. Bible scholars agree
that this “golden apple” was not a
member of the Malus family, as they
were native to China, but more likely
an apricot. Apricots can grow well
in New Jersey. The white-fleshed
Rutgers-bred ‘Sugar Pearl’ tastes
rich, full-bodied, and sweet. Cold
hardy to -20F, it grows to about 15’

tall so is ideal for small spaces and
urban gardens. Although considered
self-pollinating, maximize fruit
production with the use of a pollinator
such as the late blooming ‘Harlayne,’
or ‘Jerseycot.’ Late blooming is good,
in case of late frosts. Planting apricots
on higher ground is good for the
same reason. The word ‘apricot’ in
Hebrew translates to ‘golden apple!”
The Pomegranate is mentioned
from Exodus 28:33-35 on, beginning
with instructions that the edge of
priestly robes be decorated with its
distinctive shape. My favorite quote
is from the Song of Solomon 4:3,
“Your lips are like a scarlet ribbon….
Your temples like the halves of a
pomegranate.” The pomegranate’s
many seeds symbolize fertility and
are imprinted on amulets. Those same
(approximate) 613 seeds symbolize
the Torah’s 613 Laws too. The
‘Russian Red Hardy’ Pomegranate
is guaranteed to survive New Jersey
winters. It flowers later, meaning no
worries about late freezes. The tree’s

bright red fruits can be eaten fresh or
used for juices. It makes a beautiful
landscape plant and can be grown
as a shrub or a multi-limbed tree,
reaching a height and width of about
15’. The pomegranate, along with
wheat, barley, grape, fig, olive, and
the date palm, are referred to as the
Bible’s Seven Species of Plants.
In ancient times, the land of Israel
was covered in groves of oaks and
terebinth, woodlands of poplars,
and plane forests of pine and cedar.
Among the trees of the Bible, the
Cedar of Lebanon, Cedrus libani,
was king and a symbol of power and
strength. In Kings and in Chronicles,
we learn of the taking of many of
these exceptionally hard wood trees
for the construction of Solomon’s
Temple. A fine example of this
evergreen grows at the Frelinghuysen
Arboretum, another at Princeton
University. Don’t worry about it
reaching its full magnificence, just
plant one and contemplate Ezekiel’s
warning that even the mightiest trees

can fall.
I’m running out of space, but
let’s not forget the fig. The subject of
many parables and metaphors from
Genesis to Revelations, your fig tree
need not be barren as was Matthew’s
and Mark’s. Flemington, NJ based
fig expert William Muzychko sells
many cultivars including the prolific
‘Brown Turkey.’ Wrapping with tar
paper and covering with a garbage
pail is an option for winter protection.
Next time, it’s herbs and
flowering plants of the Bible. If you
have a suggestion for a Bible Garden
plant, please let me know!

Editor’s Note: Lesley Parness
offers a variety of presentations
and workshops for garden
clubs, plant societies, and
horticultural gatherings.
Recently retired from her
position as Superintendent
of Horticultural Education
at the Morris County Park
Commission, and with
four decades of teaching
environmental science and
garden education, her focus
now is garden history. A
complete listing of her talks
can be seen at lesleyparness.
com and she can be reached
at parness@verizon.net. This
column will appear in the
paper every other month.

The Buds That Don’t Open
By Hubert Ling
Waiting for your bottle
gentian to open is very similar
to waiting for your fern to
flower: it never happens!
Your bottle gentian’s buds
swell up, turn bright blue
and then refuse to open. I
can’t even hazard a guess
as to why this should be;
you would think that any
f lowering plant would
reproduce better if it invited
all pollinators to sip nectar or
eat a little pollen in return for
fertilizing the flowers. But
no! Bottle gentian never open
up, not even a little.
Strong bumblebees and
digger bees are the only
insects that can pollinate
these plants, and even for
them it is a big struggle
to push through a crack
between the tightly closed
petals. While it may be fun
for you to watch this struggle,
a closed bottle gentian makes

life hard for the poor bees.
However, carpenter bees can
chew a hole into the base of
a gentian flower and take
nectar without pollinating
the plant. This is called
‘nectar robbing’ and also
allows other insects access
to the nectar and pollen.
Gentians are named for
King Gentius of Illyria,
which was a region north
of Greece now called the
Balkan Peninsula. There are
three bottle or closed gentians
in NJ: Gentiana andrewsii,
G. clausa, and G. saponaria.
Although none of these three
are very common in the wild,
Gentiana andrewsii is the
easiest to grow in a moist
garden. Thus, I will restrict
my comments to this species
which is available online.
G. andrewsii is native to
the northeastern USA from
Massachusetts to Minnesota
and south to West Virginia.
It is found in five northern
NJ counties. Bottle gentians
thrive in damp, sunny areas

on the edges of wetlands.
This species was named after
Henry Andrews, an English
botanical artist.
Even if the buds don’t
open, bottle gentians are a
strikingly deep, iridescent
blue. The plants are 1-2 feet
tall and in September are
covered with several clusters
of 1.5 inch buds; the stems
may sag a bit in fall under the
weight of numerous flowers.
Blooms can continue through
October, and you wonder
sometimes if the seeds will
ripen before a hard frost.
Bottle gentians grow best
in partly shaded, rich, damp,
neutral soil. They generally
do well lining the edges
of garden paths in front of
larger plants. Propagation of
these long-lived perennials is
by dividing well established
root stocks or by seed.
Gentian seeds are minute
so they must be handled
with care. Thinly sow the
seeds outdoors in trays in
October or November. You

can lightly scratch the seeds
in but remember they need
light to germinate. Cover
the seed trays over winter
with straw or a sprinkling
of leaves. Remove the cover
gradually in March but keep
the trays and pots moist
at all times. This is easily
accomplished by placing the
seeding tray (with drainage
holes) inside a second deep
tray (without drainage holes)
half filled with soil. Keep the
outside tray half filled with
non-chlorinated water. The
developing seedlings are thus
kept 2 or 3 inches above the
water line. I also fill in any
cracks with soil so no free
water shows and therefore
prevent mosquitoes from
enjoying our seedling bogs.
Plastic containers which are
used for salad greens or baby
spinach are ideal for this
project.
Gentians have had a long
history in the West of use as a
medicinal plant, starting with
King Gentius in about 180

BC. He is said to have used
the plant to help his malaria
infected troops. Since that
time gentians have been used
to treat a number of digestive
and infective diseases. They
are also said to be an antidote
for snakebite. However, no
one should experiment on
themselves or others since
effective, safer, alternatives
have been much better
studied. In addition, since
gentians take up to seven
years to bloom, uprooting
gentians from public land is a
real crime against humanity.
The vivid blue of massed
bottle gentians makes a
spectacular display in a damp
garden in fall when few other
plants are still in bloom.
Editor’s Note: Hubert Ling
is Horticultural Co-Chair
of the Native Plant Society
of New Jersey. He can be
reached at milhubling@
verizon.net.
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Alyssa’s List

Nearly five years ago, in
need of another key team player
for our business, we decided to
beseech the internet for its help.
Our hire was, and still is, an
energetic, focused professional,
acutely in tune with the “green
industry.” Alyssa’s dedication to
our company and her craft are
commendable and appreciated
every day. Recently we were
discussing underrated plants in
our industry, and I challenged
Alyssa to a “Top 10” list of, in her
estimation, undervalued plants. A
list that came quickly to her and
one that I wholeheartedly agreed
with, the following is a collection
of plant material we both feel
should be more mainstream.
The genus Amelanchier has
never been revered like other
flowering trees. Magnolia, cherry,
redbud, pear and even crabapple
have held that spot in landscapes.
However,
Serviceberry,
Amelanchier, is a quintessential
tree. Flowers, fruit, bark appeal
and fall color are all glorious on
this medium sized tree best used
in naturalistic plantings.
American Hornbeam, Blue
Beech, or Ironwood, Carpinus
caroliniana, is a native, again best
used in natural settings. Tolerant
of “periodic flooding” and heavy
shade, this tree has appreciable
fall color. The bark of this tree has
been described as slate gray and
smooth; “the overall appearance
is comparable to the flexed biceps
and forearm muscles and, hence,
the name Musclewood.”
Oddly enough, I spoke of
Northern Catalpa, Catalpa
speciosa, last month and Alyssa
included it in her list too. Not
to belabor what was said in last
month’s article, let’s just say
showy, orchid-like flowers, giant
heart-shaped leaves and hanging
bean-like pods on this native tree
should be enough for others to
consider it as a shade tree.

Common Flowering Quince,
Chaenomeles speciosa, is a plant
I always want to have in stock
but is seldom requested. Scarlet
red flowers are common, but a
range of color exists today thanks
to the boundless cultivars in the
market. Extremely hardy “and
like Nandina almost unkillable,”
this medium sized shrub is
quickly forgotten once it’s done
flowering. However, a resurgence
sometimes occurs when one sees
certain preserves or jellies, a
contribution of the plant’s fruit.
Common Smoketree or
Smokebush, Cotinus coggygria,
presents itself as a small tree or
larger shrub. A striking focal
point or useful mass planting,
purple leaf types drive most of the
sales here. Smoketree’s flowers
morph from ho-hum to WOW as
their tiny hairs (pubescence) show
off in the summer. An almost
fiberoptic display, cultivars with
changing foliage and pink flower
panicles like ‘Grace,’ are among
my favorites.
A European Beech type, Fagus
sylvatica
‘Roseomarginata’
(‘Tricolor’), is a purple leaf
type with rose, pink and white
markings too. A shockingly
gorgeous shade tree, known
since the late 1800’s, you think
it would be seen more in today’s
landscapes.
Common
Witchhazel,
Hamamelis virginiana, is a
medium sized “stunner.” A native
with fragrant yellow flowers, a
kind of quilted green foliage with
surprising yellow fall color…
sometimes. So many cultivars, so
little garden space.
Quaking Aspen, Populus
tremuloides, “is the most
widely distributed tree in North
America.” Shuttering leaves in
the wind, measurable yellow fall
color, and striking white to cream
colored bark. Fast growing, let’s
not forget; the Native Americans

reportedly used the “Aspen
Powder” on the bark as a natural
sunblock.
Wheel-tree, Trochodendron
aralioides, is for the doubters who
say a small, broadleaf evergreen
tree is hard to find. Appearing
as often as “Brigadoon” in
landscapes, its dark green
leathery leaves and bright green
spoke-like flowers, resembling a
wheel, would make Gene Kelly
proud.
Chastetree, Vitex agnuscastus, has never been able to
bump Butterfly-bush, Buddleia,
off its pedestal as a strong summer
flowering deciduous candidate.
However, Chastetree’s flowers,
I feel, are far more prominent.
Fragrant, lilac-colored flowers
suspended above its foliage,
this plant because of its speed,
can easily be left as a full-sized
shrub or be limbed up into a
spectacular small tree, almost
“Crapemyrtlesque.” Hopeful
a new cultivar, ‘Chicagoland
Blues,” brings more attention
to this plant type.
Our average professional at
our company has over 20 years
of experience in the field. And
while all of us are competent in
our work, we are also quick to
say we don’t know everything.
The world of horticulture is everchanging. New plant cultivars,
products, insects, disease issues,
not to mention the occasional
horticultural anomaly that
contradicts textbooks, remind
us that plants are alive and
not static. Yet despite all this,
those involved in our industry
typically have a love for their
work, with a voracious appetite
for learning. Our team, like most,
share ideas and tricks we have
learned over the years, and bring
to the table new product lines. It’s
a camaraderie I am extremely
grateful for and a team second
to none.

Editor’s Note: Bob LaHoff is co-owner of Hall’s Garden Center and Florist in Union County,
a member of the Union County Board of Agriculture, the New Jersey Nursery and Landscape
Association, past member of Reeves-Reed Arboretum Buildings and Grounds Committee, a lifetime
member of the Conifer Society and past member of the retail council for Monrovia Growers.
He can be reached at (908) 665-0331.
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With all the heat and
humidity of summer on
the East Coast, the plants
that really thrive in these
conditions are some of the
tropical plants like cannas,
elephant ears and the many
selections of ornamental
bananas. Heat, humidity,
plenty of water, and both
regular liquid fertilizing
as well as a slow-release
fertilizer at planting, will
result in luxuriant growth all
summer long.
Almost every summer I
grow my favorite banana,
the red Abyssinian bananas,
Ensete
ventricosum
‘Maurellii’. Many garden
centers usually sell it as a
young plant that is probably
about one to two feet tall.
By the end of the summer,
with all the aforementioned
treatments, it can literally
grow to eight to twelve feet.
It has long, upright leaves
that bring a bold and tropical
texture to the garden. The
undersides of the leaves are
burgundy-red and the tops
of the leaves are shiny and
have a reddish cast as well. It
can be grown directly in the
garden or it can be planted
in a large container where
it can be underplanted with
lantana, salvia and coleus,
and then have something
spilling over the edge of
the pot like Dichroa ‘Silver

GardenerNews.com
exponentially during the
hottest and most humid
months of the summer.
I love how a banana in the
garden can add an amazing
tropical effect during the
summer.
In my home
garden, the bananas, by far,
get the most admiration from
visitors.

Pennsylvania
Horticultural Society
By Andrew Bunting
Vice President of Horticulture

Banana Season

Falls’, the many selections of
sweet potato vine, etc.
It most areas of the MidAtlantic region, there is
a banana that can be left
outdoors and will survive
our winters. This hardy
banana is Musa basjoo. It
is also fast growing and has
green strap-like leaves. Over
time it will spread into a
large clump. I have seen
clumps as large as twelve feet
across. It does need a little
protection over the winter, so
I would recommend cutting
the foliage back in the fall
and covering the stems with
about twelve inches of mulch,
such as wood chips.
Another favorite banana is
Musa ‘Thai Black’. This has
a stature like Musa basjoo
in that it is very upright in
its habit. The stems are a
striking violet-black. I like
to grow this in a large upright
pot and then contrast the
black stems with something
lighter in color, such as a

cascading yellow coleus or
Plectranthus ‘Troy’s Gold’.
Musa ‘Siam Ruby’ has
an abundance of burgundycolored tropical leaves that
are flecked with green. Like
Musa basjoo it will colonize
in the garden. ‘Siam Ruby’
is probably the best banana
for the gardener with limited
space, such as a balcony,
front stoop or deck, who
loves the tropical effect of the
bananas, but does not have
the space to accommodate
the large bananas, such as
‘Thai Black’ and the red
Abyssinian banana.
Another smaller scale
banana is the Chinese
dwarf banana, Musella
lasiocarpa. This colonizing
(clump forming) banana
has attractive greenish-blue
leaves. It combines and
contrasts nicely with some of
the black leaved elephant ears
such as ‘Black Magic’, ‘Black
Beauty’ and ‘Black Coral’, or
even some of the yellow or

chartreuse selections such as
Xanthosoma ‘Lime Zinger’
and Colocasia ‘Maui Gold’.
And the end of the season,
I like to overwinter my
bananas. I wait until they get
frosted and then cut all the
leaves back to the main stem
or the “trunk”. I then dig
them out of the ground and
put them in a large nursery
pot with some mulch or leaf
compost to cover the roots,
and then put them in my
dark and damp basement
for the winter. Cellar-like
conditions are perfect, where
there is some moisture in the
air and temperatures are not
too warm or cold. It will
look like a dead and dried
up plant, but the following
May they can be planted in
the garden and will get even
larger than the previous year.
If you have periods of
drought in the garden, it
will be important to keep
your bananas well-watered
so they can thrive and grow

Editor’s Note: Andrew
Bunting is Vice President
of Horticulture for the
Pennsylvania Horticultural
Society. He is one of the most
recognized horticulturists in
the Philadelphia, Pa., region
and a highly regarded
colleague in the world of
professional horticulture.
Bunting has amassed
a plethora of awards,
including the American
Public Gardens Association
Professional
Citation,
Chanticleer Scholarship in
Professional Development,
Delaware
Center
for
Horticulture’s
Marion
Marsh Award, and the
Certificate of Merit from the
Pennsylvania Horticultural
Society.
In
addition,
Bunting
has
lectured
extensively
throughout
North America and Europe,
and participated in plant
expeditions throughout Asia
and Africa. Learn more at
https://phsonline.org/team/
andrew-bunting

Pennsylvania Horticultural Society Announces Location
and Dates for the 2023 Philadelphia Flower Show
The Pennsylvania Horticultural
Society announced that the 2023
Philadelphia Flower Show will
return to its indoor location at the
Pennsylvania Convention Center, in
early spring from March 4-12, 2023.
After
transitioning
the
Flower Show outdoors to South
Philadelphia’s FDR Park for the
past two years due to COVID-19
concerns, the 2023 Flower Show
will once again welcome guests to
experience the first taste of Spring
indoors. For first-time visitors
and longtime Flower Show fans
alike, this return indoors will offer
a beautiful respite after a lengthy
winter. In 2023, PHS invites guests
back to celebrate the spectacular
and decadent floral displays that

the award-winning Flower Show
is known for, and to embrace
the radiance and joy that flowers
provide. The 2023 Show will
reveal the exciting, energetic, and
passionate side of flowers, gardens,
and horticulture.
“We are so excited to welcome
guests back to the Pennsylvania
Convention Center for the 2023
Philadelphia Flower Show, from
March 4-12. After two monumental
years of producing the Flower Show
outdoors, our return to this venue
brings us back to our indoor home
and the ability to create a colorful
and fragrant beginning to the spring
season,” said PHS’s Chief of Shows,
Sam Lemheney.
“Producing the Flower Show

outdoors at FDR Park allowed
PHS to continue this beautiful and
historic event during a tumultuous
time. We couldn’t have done this
without the support of the Fairmount
Park Conservancy, Philadelphia
Department of Parks & Recreation,
the American Swedish Historical
Museum, the Sports Complex
Special Services District, and the
Friends of FDR Park who offered
us their support and partnership
throughout the past 2 years,” said
Matt Rader, PHS President.
With the exception of the 2021
and 2022 Flower Shows, the
Pennsylvania Convention Center
has been the indoor home of the
Philadelphia Flower Show since
1996, and serves more than 31

million visitors annually, from 120
cities nationwide. Located just steps
from America’s most historic square
mile, the Pennsylvania Convention
Center offers the perfect indoor
backdrop to bring the Philadelphia
Flower Show to life.
Each visitor who purchases
a Flower Show ticket, attends a
Flower Show special event, or
becomes a PHS member contributes
to PHS to further its communitydriven work planting trees,
supporting neighborhood greening,
establishing community gardens,
providing job training, managing
public gardens, and connecting
people with horticulture and one
another.
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State Agriculture Commissioner
Announces New York Awarded
More Than $100,000 to Grow its
Farm-to-School Program
New York State Agriculture
Commissioner Richard A. Ball
announced that the Department of
Agriculture and Markets has been
awarded a $110,000 USDA Food and
Nutrition Service (FNS) grant to grow its
Farm-to-School program. The grant will
support producer readiness trainings that
will help New York’s farmers access the
farm-to-school market, and provide the
tools, resources, and connections needed
to sell their farm products to schools
across the State.
Commissioner Ball said, “Farm-toschool programs are key to our agency’s
goal of connecting more New York
farmers with new markets and ensuring
that more New Yorkers have access to
fresh, local, nutritious foods. I’m proud
that we have been selected to receive this
prestigious USDA grant so that we can
help more producers get their products to
kids who need them most.”
The project will deliver the USDA Farmto-School Producer Training, Bringing
the Farm to School, piloted for 50 farmers
across the state. The comprehensive
training curriculum offers producers a
well-planned program delivered with a
multi-pronged approach of experiential,
peer-led, and action-oriented learning.
The program aims to serve New York’s
diverse and underserved agricultural
communities while strengthening
regional partnerships and establishing
connections with New York producers.
Trainings provide interested farmers and
producers with the tools to access school
markets and to help them develop plans
to bring their goals to life. Training will
also provide a pathway for New York
farmers and producers to understand
how collaborative efforts between school
districts and producers generate new
partnerships, revenue streams and local,
sustainable food systems.
Additionally, the project offers a
pathway for farmers to understand how
collaborative efforts between schools and
producers generate not only partnerships
and new revenue streams, but also
the opportunity to create sustainable
food systems and strong communities.
Connecting the dots between farmers

and schools supports local procurement
efforts in USDA Child Nutrition
Programs, addresses barriers identified
by schools working to procure local and
regionally produced food, and equips
farmers with a pathway to sell to new
markets.
The project will be administered the
Department with trainings delivered by
American Farmland Trust and Cornell
University.
About the New York State Farm-toSchool Program
The New York State Farm-to-School
Program launched in 2015 to increase the
purchase of local food by school districts
and individual schools. It has grown
from a $325,000 program in 2015 to $1.5
million in 2022. A total of 57 school
districts or not-for-profit organizations
working with schools and farms have
received over $6.3 million dollars since
2015 to support farm-to-school efforts
across New York State.
Farm-to-school is also key component
of the State’s No Student Goes Hungry
initiative and the State’s 30% NYS
initiative. To incentivize school districts
to use more New York farm products,
the initiative increases the school lunch
reimbursement from $0.059 per meal
to $0.25 per meal for any district that
purchases at least 30% of ingredients
for their lunch program from New York
farms. As part of her State of the State
commitment to better connect farms
and schools across New York, Governor
Hochul directed the Department of
Agriculture and Markets to take the
lead on administration of the 30% NYS
Initiative as of July 1, 2022 in order to
enhance participation in the program
statewide.
The Department recently announced it
was taking applications for reimbursement
for the 2021-2022 school year. Any NYS
food product purchased and used in
the reimbursable meals for the school
lunch program may contribute toward
the 30% NYS Initiative. Applications
are due August 15. Find out more about
the program and how to apply at https://
agriculture.ny.gov/30-percent-initiative.

NEW JERSEY
DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE

Funding for
Spotted Lanternfly
Treatment Available to all
New Jersey Counties
The New Jersey Department of Agriculture has
announced that reimbursement funding is available for all
New Jersey counties for treatment of the spotted lanternfly.
The funding amount can be as much as $15,000 and
possibly more. The funds will be given to counties for costs
they accrue for chemical treatment activities associated
with spotted lanternfly control.
“This is an excellent opportunity for each county in New
Jersey to take advantage of funding that can assist them in
helping reduce the populations of this invasive pest,” NJDA
Secretary Douglas Fisher said. “The more participants we
have in this program the stronger our fight will be against
this invasive menace.”
The spotted lanternfly has currently reaching its adult
stage and will eventually begin laying egg masses that will
hatch next spring. While the adult spotted lanternfly cannot
survive the winter temperatures, the egg masses are not
affected.
Home and business owners can go to www.badbug.
nj.gov to find information that includes a timeline for the
stages of growth for the insect as well as treatment options.
Along with the listed treatment options, residents and
businesses can also use licensed pesticide applicators to
provide treatments to kill the spotted lanternfly. However,
if residents do choose an over-the-counter treatment option,
they should carefully follow directions on the product when
applying it.
While the spotted lanternfly does not harm humans
or animals, it can feed on about 70 different types of
vegetation or trees. The pest’s preferred host is the Tree
of Heaven, an invasive plant that has been in the United
States for decades. The spotted lanternfly is native to Asia
and was first found in the U.S. in Berks County, Pa., in
2014. It is considered a plant hopper and can fly only a
few feet at a time. However, the spotted lanternfly is an
excellent hitchhiker and can travel on almost any kind of
transportation for several miles, which has allowed it to
spread to several states.
The Department asks people to check their vehicles
whenever possible before leaving an area to make sure the
pest is not coming along for the ride.

Full Moon
September 10, 2022
Eastern Daylight
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Agriculture Secretary Honors
Record 18 Farm Families with
Bicentennial, Century Farm Status

Connecticut Milk Promotion Board
Awards $500,000 To Increase Sales
of Milk and Dairy Products

During Penn State’s Ag Progress days, Agriculture Secretary Russell
Redding honored Charlotte E. Sunday, whose Lenhartsville, Berks County
farm reached the Bicentennial Farm milestone, having been in her family
since 1822. Redding also honored 17 families whose farms earned Century
Farm status for being in the same family for 100 years.
Families from Armstrong, Berks, Blair, Centre, Columbia, Erie, Fulton,
Jefferson, Juniata, Northumberland, Perry, Somerset, and York counties
have earned the designation for their commitment to feeding Pennsylvania
and sustaining our economy.
“These families have devoted their lives and their legacies to feeding
their neighbors here and around the world,” said Secretary Redding. “They
are stewards, protecting our land, water and soil, and inspiring the future
generations that will put food on our tables. We are here not just because
these farms have stood the test of time, but because of the decisions made
by generations of families to persevere and thrive in agriculture no matter
what comes their way.”
Since the Century Farm program’s inception in 1977 and 2004 when
the Bicentennial Farm program began, the Pennsylvania Department of
Agriculture has recognized nearly 2,300 farms. Farms receive a sign they
can post on their property noting the designation.
A family member must live on the farm on a permanent basis. The farm
must consist of at least 10 acres of the original parcel or gross more than
$1,000 annually from the sale of farm products.
The full list of honorees can be found at https://www.media.pa.gov/
Pages/Agriculture_details.aspx?newsid=1236

The Connecticut Milk Promotion Board (CT MPB), administered
by the Connecticut Department of Agriculture (CT DoAg), has
awarded three grants totaling $500,000 to projects that align with
their strategic vision to increase purchases and expand the access
of milk and dairy products to consumers, retailers, institutions,
and other applicable outlets. The board’s mission is to develop,
coordinate and implement promotional, research, and other programs
designed to promote Connecticut dairy farms and milk consumption.
The awards, determined through a competitive bidding process,
effectively use promotion dollars to drive forward to achieve those
goals.
“The Connecticut Milk Promotion Board is pleased to announce
these awards which will build upon the work over the past year
in alignment with our strategic vision plan,” said Chairman Paul
Miller. “These awards are funded by dairy farmer checkoff dollars
to increase awareness, access, and consumption of milk and dairy
products”
Created in 2009, the CT MPB is a nine-member board of dairy
farmers, state officials, and nutrition specialists formed to promote
Connecticut dairy farms and the consumption of milk. The board is
funded by Connecticut’s dairy farmers through checkoff dollars that
can only be used for this purpose.
“I commend the Connecticut Milk Promotion Board for their
dedication and vision to highlight the important role of Connecticut’s
dairy farms as an essential food supplier and innovative industry
working to mitigate the effects of climate change to create a more
sustainable future for all,” said Agriculture Commissioner Bryan
P. Hurlburt. “These efforts to educate consumers on where and
how their food is produced are more important than ever as the
marketplace shows an increased demand for ethical and sustainable
products.”
Camelo Communications received a $200,000 award to develop
and execute a comprehensive multimedia promotion plan that
focuses on increasing the consumption of milk and dairy products in
Connecticut through highlighting the benefits of dairy products and
dairy farming to key consumer demographics.
New England Dairy Promotion Board received a $200,000
award to increase the purchase of fluid milk and dairy products by
consumers, retailers, institutions, and other applicable outlets by
developing, coordinating, and implementing promotional, research
and other programs designed to promote Connecticut dairy farms
and Connecticut milk consumption.
New England Dairy Promotion Board received a $100,000 award
to increase engagement and communication channels with state
dairy farmers on the use of Connecticut’s dairy checkoff funds and
deliver strategies for dairy farms to interact with each other, and the
public, to promote increased milk and dairy product consumption.
Connecticut is home to more than 85 dairy farms with 18,500
dairy cows which produced 434 million pounds of milk in 2021. It is
the second largest agricultural sales sector in the state. To learn more
about Connecticut dairy farms, visit CTDairy.org.

MAINE DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE

Bureau of Agriculture, Food and Rural
Resources Director Nancy McBrady
Announces Critical Staff Hires
The Maine Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Forestry’s
Bureau of Agriculture, Food and Rural Resources Director Nancy McBrady
announced Ronda Steciuk as the new Animal Welfare Program Director,
Matthew Boucher as the bureau’s new Soil Scientist, Gus Nelson as The
Emergency Food Assistance Program (TEFAP) Director, and Shane Bacon
as the Maine Harness Racing Commission Executive Director.
“Ronda, Matthew, Gus, and Shane joining our team will help bolster the
Department’s capacity to meet the agriculture sector’s challenging problems,
such as climate change, animal welfare, and food insecurity,” said BAFRR
Director Nancy McBrady. “These new leaders bring wide-ranging expertise
and a commitment to support Maine’s rural and agricultural communities
and deliver programming designed to solve the sector’s challenges.”
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Children and teens who are
given the opportunity to see and
care for plants or visit a garden may
become excited about gardening
and want to grow plants of their
own as they become Growing
Gardeners. As they engage in
gardening, they learn skills that
may develop into a lifelong love of
gardening...but it takes someone
to teach them the basics and give
them the opportunity to grow
something! Will you be that
person?
There are many places
for children to learn about
gardening. This could be through
a school or community garden, at
an environmental center or library,
or in a public park. It’s fun to visit
and explore local greenhouses,
a plant nursery or an arboretum
where plants are identified and
labeled. Perhaps a neighbor who
is a friend has a garden, or there
is a florist or farmstand nearby.
Any place, large or small, that
grows vegetables or has flowers
becomes a learning opportunity.
When our own children were
young, I recall taking them to
a zoo and amusement park that
surprised us with an abundance of
vibrant, colorful flowers growing
along every walkway, with flower
baskets at every turn. Though
we had come to see the animals
and go on the rides, we ended
up learning about plants because
many were labeled and accessible.
What a great way to be introduced
to beautiful plants!
Children are drawn to bright
colors and interesting shapes.
Effective learning occurs through
engagement. When children adopt
a plant in a flowerpot or garden,
they remember what they learn
because of hands-on learning.
Youth garden club leaders, parents,
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to interest children in gardening,
and when given a chance to learn
about plants, gardening may
become something children grow
to love... as they become Growing
Gardeners with a lifelong love of
gardening.

Growing Gardeners
By Diana Dove
Environmental Educator

Planting the Love of
Gardening in Children

grandparents, other family
members, teachers, and scout
leaders, just to mention a few,
are among those who introduce
gardening to children.
Kids will continue gardening
when it’s FUN, comfortable,
safe, and inspiring, leaving
children eager to learn more. An
enthusiastic presenter holds the
attention of a young audience,
especially when telling the children
what to expect, covering garden
task instructions and tool safety,
and sharing a fun story... most
importantly, explained in words
understood by the age level of the
group. Children have to be kept
interested and able to understand
what you are saying, or they won’t
listen. Would you share any good
garden jokes or funny garden
stories for kids? Please email me
your favorites for a future column,
noting the source. When children
listen, they learn and can garden
effectively. They become better
problem solvers... all leading to
success.
The garden should be a place
where children feel comfortable
and safe and treat other with
kindness. Knowing your age

group in advance and planning
garden tasks they can handle
keeps your young gardeners
happy. Choose age-appropriate
tools since very young gardeners
do not have the same motor skills
as older youth. Group dynamics is
important to monitor. Be sensitive
as to how children are reacting to
each other so that the atmosphere
is always pleasant. Be alert as
to how volunteers are talking
to children. Volunteer training
should emphasize patience and
positivity. Expect children to
make mistakes. Turn mistakes into
learning lessons. Did I mention,
“There should be laughter, not
yelling in the garden.” Teaching
children what to touch and not
to touch in the garden will be a
theme of a future column (don’t
pick up bees.) Identifying poison
ivy and why we wear gloves when
pulling thistle are other topics
to teach. Read the August 2022
Growing Gardeners’ column, “Be
Sun-Smart...” Be weatherwise
and observant of all the garden
volunteers, reminding them to
stay hydrated.
How can adults help introduce
children to gardening? Volunteers
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are needed! Teach a youth activity.
Kids’ garden activities could be
offered at a school, day care center,
YMCA, library, arboretum,
museum, aquarium, zoo and
much more. Propose a youth
garden workshop to benefit an
environmental center, a summer
camp, county or state fair, county
park, youth center, or other sites.
A local Garden Club, or plant
nursery could offer a Youth
Workshop. Basically, any place
that involves children becomes
an opportunity to encourage
gardening activities. Another
example is youth planting flowers
in containers by the entrance of
their dance or karate school or
their pet’s veterinary hospital.
Consider engaging youth in a
gardening activity to celebrate
Arbor Day, Earth Day, National
Garden Week, National Night
Out, or at a Green Fest, Farmers’
Market, Litter Clean Up Day, or
Community Day.
Support
youth
garden
activities. Donate flowerpots,
soil, garden gloves, seeds, plants
or tools to a community garden
or event. Volunteer to teach
gardening. There are many ways

Editor’s Note: Diana is an
Environmental Educator
with
award-winning
programs for all ages who
has been teaching since
1975. She can be reached
at dianadove13@gmail.com
She currently co-teaches,
“Wildlife & Litter” programs
with her husband Mike
that are free to NJ groups
when sponsored by Clean
Communities. This includes
guided
nature
walks,
pond studies, education
booths at town festivals,
and outdoor programs for
youth & adult garden clubs,
schools, camps, libraries,
and service organizations
with a message about not
littering. She is a former
Sr. Naturalist for Somerset
Co. Parks. In October,
1996 Diana founded a
schoolyard, wildlife habitat
garden at Memorial School
in Washington Boro, Warren
County, NJ. Please ‘Like”
the FB page of the Karen
Nash Memorial Butterfly
Garden. Diana volunteers
as Youth Chair on the Bd of
the Garden Club of NJ and
is a First Place National
Winner of the NGC Youth
Leader Award. She has a
BS in Forestry & Wildlife
Mgt, with a concentration
in Biology, plus a BA in
Communications from Va
Tech.
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STOP THE PLANTHOPPERS
WITH THESE FINE PRODUCTS!

Brand by

For Control On Non-Edibles

38 Plus 31332

Bug Blaster Bifen 32297

For Control On Edibles

Broad Spectrum 10291

NG Hort oil 40467

Triple Action 12247

Available Only at Locally-Owned Garden Centers, Hardware Stores and Feed Stores.
www.fertilome.com
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Z MASTER®

4000 SERIES ZERO-TURN MOWERS
48”-60” TURBO FORCE® CUTTING DECKS

NEW!

Z MASTER 4000
HDX PRO XL SERIES
Featuring powerful 35 HP
Kawasaki® FX1000 engines

FROM

START
FINISH

TO

TIMECUTTER®

GRANDSTAND®

ZERO-TURN MOWERS

STAND-ON MOWERS

36”-60” TURBO FORCE® CUTTING DECKS

IRONFORGED DECK
®

TimeCutters come with a Toro IronForged
deck to ensure years of reliability and
top performance.

TRACTION & HANDLING

MyRIDE® SUSPENSION SYSTEM

CUSHIONED SUSPENSION

A wide stance and optimal balance enhance
hillside stability and control.

Save your body from the toughest terrain
and avoid slow mowing speeds with the
MyRIDE Suspension System.

Flex-Ride operator platform suspension self-compensates
for operators of all sizes, resulting in less fatigue
and higher productivity throughout the day.

Z MASTER®

2000 SERIES ZERO-TURN MOWERS
48”-60” TURBO FORCE® CUTTING DECKS
FINISH JOBS FASTER
Built to take on the toughest hits with powerful
engines and upgraded hydros, this mower features
a fully tubular frame, large 24” rear tires and
7/10-gauge steel deck with bullnose bumper.

SPRAYMASTER®

STAND-ON TURF RENOVATION
Dual Smart Hour Meters and Lean-to-Steer
Provide Precision Dispersement
White Tanks Simplify Fuel Level Monitoring

GRANDSTAND®
MULTI FORCE™
WITH MULCH DUMP
ALL-SEASON USE
A variety of attachments and accessories such as
Mulch Dump, Pro-Force blower, snow thrower, power
broom, tine rake, dethatcher and BOSS snow blade all
provide the ultimate in productivity.

TURFMASTER® HDX

PROLINE™ MID-SIZE MOWERS
36”-60” CUTTING DECKS

30” WIDE AREA WALK POWER MOWER

NO-HASSLE SULKY

Commercial-Grade Kawasaki® Engine
Larger, More Powerful Kohler® Engine Available
Spin-On Oil Filter & Dual Element Air Filter

2-wheel sulky rotates 360º and folds away
when not in use; no need to remove for trailering!

MOWING MUSCLE
Reliable Kawasaki engines drive .204” blades
for a gorgeous, professional cut.

See your local servicing Toro dealer at Toro.com/local

